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COMPETITOR'S REPORT
Drake University
School of Journalism & Mass Communication

Likes: 51.96
Comments: 7.61
Shares: 5.04

Facebook
@drakejmc, https://www.facebook.com/drakejmc/
Total Followers: 2,286
Total Page Likes: 2,196
Number of Posts from 3/13 - 4/13: 23
Average likes/comments/shares:

Overall Opinion: They're rolling with the punches of not being on campus due to COVID-19 and coming up with creative
ways to interact with their followers. Many of their posts are ideas that SJMC TXST could create. One creative post had
viewers draw along with a professor and his 8-year-old son. Their account proves that even during this strange time, it’s
possible to connect with your audience in unique and real ways. Out of all of their content within the past month, the
post that featured their professors always performed the best. It showed that Drake’s students and professors have a
great relationship. The post I liked the most was shared on March 23rd at 9:38AM. It consisted of 14 pictures of the SJMC
faculty at home during social distancing. It was a unique and creative post that brought students into the real lives of
their professors. I think this is a very creative idea for SJMC TXST.

Likes: 87.28
Comments: 3.16

Instagram
@drakejmc, https://www.instagram.com/drakejmc/
Total Followers: 1,163
Number of Posts from 3/13 - 4/13: 25
Average likes/comments:

Overall Opinion: In comparison to their Facebook Page, their Instagram page has been very student focused within the
past month. Before classes were switched to online only for the rest of the semester, they did share more resources and
events, but now their main focus is sharing their SJMC Seniors. In the past month, they have highlighted 21 students
graduating this semester. Those equal 84% of their posts within the past month, but I’d say it’s worth it. If I were looking
into schools to attend, I would see this on their social media page and see that when I attend Drake, I am not just a
number. You can tell they value every student in SJMC. Most of their “cross-posts” were found in their Instagram story
highlights. Another cool idea I noticed was that they created an Instagram picker for the majors in their department.
They hopped into this trend seamlessly.

Likes: 7.35
Replies: 0.4
Retweets: 0.7

Twitter
@DrakeJMC, https://twitter.com/DrakeJMC
Total Followers: 1,163
Number of Tweets from 3/13 - 4/13: 25
Average likes/replies/retweets:

Overall Opinion: Their Twitter account does a good job of coming up with new creative content, but they may be getting
overlooked. I also noticed they either use one hashtag, #DrakeTogether, or they use no hashtags. That definitely impacts
who may be seeing their tweets. Overall, they’re doing alright on Twitter, but I’d say the majority of their followers are on
other platforms.
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VISION FOR SJMC
Texas State University
School of Journalism & Mass Communication

Add a question to the end of a caption and request them to comment below
Respond to those that participate

Posts that continually highlight student successes
Content that is mostly unique from other platforms
Instagram highlights having a unique, but uniformed look
Content that displays unique ventures of SJMC such as studying abroad
Tagging students and professors in content to increase overall connectivity

After examining SJMC’s social profiles on Facebook and Instagram, we are able to point out a vision
for the future by utilizing known strengths and implementing new tactics. There is already a lot of
great content, so we can only go up from here.

First, we’ll take a look at the Facebook page. We noticed a strong strength in highlighting student and
faculty successes. This is great content for people in the SJMC program, but also for potential students
interested in attending. Other strengths noticed were posts sharing opportunities for students such
as internships or scholarships to apply for, as well as, reminding students of resources available to
them at Texas State. These are very big topics in college that students are searching for. 

We noticed that most of SJMC’s posts aren’t receiving high engagement. To help combat this, more
posts that engage with students should be created. A smart tactic is:

We noticed that when people did take the time to comment, oftentimes they received no type of
response whether that was a reply or reaction. By growing in this way, SJMC should have more people
engage with their content, plus likely increasing the follower/like count.  

An innovative idea to try for the Facebook page would be to go Live. On Facebook, going Live is the
number one most engaged with content and that’s what SJMC needs, to increase engagement
overall. Facebook Live’s could be informational with interviews or they could be fun and play games
with their followers. Either way, it would be a new type of content to add to the mix.

Now, onto the Instagram page. We noticed quite a few strengths such as:

These are all awesome strengths, but as always, every account has room for improvement.

Areas that could improve are mostly aesthetics such as writing shorter captions, using less hashtags,
but including some broad and some specific, and asking followers to engage in some way with their
content such as commenting or sharing. If SJMC implements these three improvements, their
account should see an increase in engagement and follower count.

An innovative idea to try would be to create a landing page. For instance, some accounts use a
website called Linktree. This is one link that you put in your Instagram bio, that pulls up multiple links
to current things going on. This is great if you are someone that doesn’t have your own website.
Otherwise, if someone uses Linktree and has their own website, then they are cutting themselves
short because they are decreasing traffic from their own website, over to Linktree. 

So, the idea is that we create a landing page on Texas State’s website. The website developer would
make it to where this link would only be accessible through the Instagram page. So, it would be a
private page, unless someone clicked on that link from Instagram. This way, SJMC could have links to
multiple opportunities at once, versus only have one link available. This is where the future is headed!5



School of Journalism and Mass Communication
April 31, 2020

We know this semester has been a bit stressful since switching to online

courses, so we created a de-stress coloring page! Print it out or save and

color it digitally! We would love to see your finished pieces in the

comments below! Happy coloring!

15  Comments   7  Shares83

School of Journalism and Mass Communication
May 2, 2020

Students! We miss you! Watch this quick video to see your professors in

their elements... AT HOME! We are all rooting for you in this time and

can't wait until we are all back on campus! Finish strong!

5  Comments   14  Shares217

Jab
Facebook

Topic: Connect
with students
during the
Coronavirus

This is a Jab
because we are
asking our
followers to take a
minute and
escape from
whatever is going
on in their lives
and just enjoy
some coloring.

Terms Defined
Right hooks are calls
to action that benefit
your business such as
"buy now," "vote
here," or "apply now!"

Jabs are the
lightweight pieces of
content that benefit
your customers by
making them laugh,
snicker, ponder, play
a game, feel
appreciated or
escape.

Jab
Facebook

Topic: Connect
with students
during the
Coronavirus

This is a Jab
because we are
asking our
followers to watch
a quick video
compilation from
SJMC professors in
their homes,
wishing their
students lots of
encouragement to
finish the semester
strong.
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School of Journalism and Mass Communication
May 4, 2020

May the 4th be with you as you finish strong this semester from your

couch! 

1  Comment   2  Shares47

Jab
Facebook

Topic: Connect
with students
during the
Coronavirus

This is a Jab
because we are
just putting out a
"feel good" post
encouraging
students to finish
strong this
semester with a
tie to Star Wars, a
popular movie.

Right Hook
Facebook

 
Topic: How to
connect with

students during
the Coronavirus

 
This is a Right

Hook because we
are asking our

followers to "click
the link" to listen

to a Spotify
playlist created for

them to connect
during summer.

School of Journalism and Mass Communication
May 5, 2020

It's almost summer time, so to kick things off, we made a Summer Vibes

Spotify playlist. Click the link below to jam your way through summer!

4  Comments   3  Shares63

SPOTIFY.COM

SJMC's Summer Vibes Playlist
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sjmctxst

APRIL 31

sjmctxst Encouragement from your professors is always great,

but how about from their dogs!? Meet your biggest, fluffiest,

goofiest cheerleaders! #SJMC #txst #dog #dogsofinsta

#quarantine #cheerleader

Liked by meagatron510 and 112 others

sjmctxst

MAY 2

sjmctxst As parks are opening up again, we're daydreaming

about swimming at Sewell Park. Don't forget, as you finish this

semester strong, that Sewell has wifi! You can take your online

finals with a beatuful view! #SJMC #txst #sewell #outdoors #finals

Liked by meagatron510 and 87 others

Jab
Instagram

Topic: Encourage
ment to finish the
semester strong!

This is a Jab
because we are
just posting
pictures of
professor's
animals posing as
students's
"cheerleaders."

Jab
Instagram

 
Topic: Encourage

ment to finish the
semester strong!

 
This is a Jab

because we are
reminding our
students that

Sewell Park has
wifi for them to

finish their
semester strong

from nature,
rather than the

classroom.
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sjmctxst

MAY 5

sjmctxst As the semester comes to a close, we are so excited to

see our graduates final portfolios! To see all of your hard work

come together is a wonderful thing! #SJMC #txst #graduate

#digital #media #resume #portfolio

Liked by meagatron510 and 74 others

sjmctxst

MAY 6

sjmctxst Summers are perfect for internships! We've rounded up

the best list of remote internships for the summer. 

Click the link in our bio to apply! #SJMC #txst #intern #summer 

Liked by meagatron510 and 51 others

Jab
Instagram

Topic: Encourage
ment to finish the
semester strong!

This is a Jab
because we are
simply stating
that we are
excited to see our
student's final
portfolios!

Right Hook
Instagram

 
Topic: Encourage

ment to finish the
semester strong!

 
This is a Right

Hook because we
are encouraging

our students to
apply for remote

summer
internships after
they finish their

semester. 
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